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Total Business Survey Burden Model  

 How to influence business’ response behaviour in practice? 

Survey Requirements

Stakeholders

Survey 
organisation

Survey Design

Sample:
- Frame
- Design
- Procedures

Questionnaire:
- Length
- Structure and content
- Layout

Communication strategy:
- Contact mode(s)
- Motivation strategies
- Confidentiality
- Management

Data capture, coding and 
cleaning:
- Manual or automatic
- Types of edit checks

Response environment

Gatekeeper(s) perspective:
- Survey policy
- Knowledge and perception
of survey organisation
- Business use of statistics

Respondent(s) perspective:
- Perceptions of survey design
- Level of response competence
- Authority
- Capacity/priority/time
- Motivation 

Outcomes

Respondent 
selection/identification

Non-
response

Response

Flow of response burdenEdits
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Study Designs 



Study Data collection covered in the study 

Sweden I. Annual Survey of Occupations 
(mainly small units, rotating every 4-5 years  
– a thick booklet included) 

Sweden II. Annual Structural Business Survey 
(non-responding units with a shorter questionnaire, 
not the largest) 

Slovenia Annual  Industry Survey 
(min 20 employees; long if many different products 
– a thick booklet included) 

Monthly Survey on Turnover in Service Activities 
(short; largest units in every service activity group) 

Netherlands Semi-annual Investment Expectations Survey 

Quarterly Survey on Jobs & Absenteeism 

Context 
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1. Useful for the business, standard 

 

2. Useful for the business, enhanced  

 
3. Useful for society 

 
4. No mention of usefulness 
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Introduction 

Shorter 

Reference to new 
website for businesses 

Headings 

More directly referring to 
respondent’s task (e.g. 
What we ask you to do) 

Tone 

Friendlier;  
mandatory status and 
fines stressed more in 
the reminder letter 



Timing of Studies 

2011               2012 

Sweden I. 

 

 

Sweden II. 

 

 

Slovenia 

 

 

Netherlands 

Spring  

Letter & Booklet exp. 
Autumn 

Repeated exp. 

November 

Reminder exp. 

January-February 

Follow-up on Autumn exp. 

January−May 

Monthly Survey exp. 

February−March 

Annual Survey exp. 

January 

Follow-up evaluation 

June 

Follow-up evaluation 

June 

Follow-up evaluation 

 Sept−October 

Letter evaluation 

July−October 

Letters sent  



 

Results 



Study ? 

Sweden I. Letter  Booklet & Paper qnr 

Sweden II. Letter  
Slovenia Call & Text  

Post-it  
Combined in the Annual 
Survey 

Experimental results 



Sweden I. 

30% 

40% 

50% 

60% 

70% 

80% 

90% 

Before reminders After the first reminder Final 

Booklet & Qnr ? 

Letter     



What went wrong? 

Step-by-step evaluation 

• Did we reach businesses? 

Accounting firms working for SMEs. 

• Did we reach respondents? 

Contact details. 

• Did our treatments get the chance? 

Envelope. 

Ignoring accompanying material. 

Scanning for essential information. 

• Did our treatments produce effect? 

Very few, opposite to expectations.  

Timing? 
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Business 

 

 

 

 



Evaluation findings 

Difficult to produce an effect, especially a long-lasting effect: 

• few claimed to have noticed the change 

• even fewer recalled anything about the change 

• exceptionally they made an extra effort (e.g. website visit, 

statistics download) 

 

Common explanations about (particular) official statistics: 

• no time to investigate 

• interesting but no value for the business 

• useful for others in the business, especially if more detailed 

and tailored to the branch 

 

A telephone call was more appreciated in long complex survey. 



Lessons and future research 

• Letters seem: 

• unable to change response behaviour 

• still important for providing essential information 

(due date, login details) 

 

• Other forms of communication seem to have more potential. 

 

• Minor treatments seem inefficient on previously sampled 

establishments and “professional” respondents with 

routinised behaviour. Important to target newly sampled 

establishments and novice respondents. 

 

• We still need to better understand what the majority of 

businesses perceive as having value for their own business. 

 

  



We hope to see you at …  

 

European Network for Better Establishment Statistics  

www.enbes.org  

 

 

 

 

 

The fourth European Establishment Statistics Workshop, 

EESW15, Poznań, Poland, September 2015  

 

 

http://www.enbes.org/

